On 11/30/2020 at 5:42 PM, "Ramola D" XXXX wrote:
PLEASE READ THE BELOW ONLY WHEN YOU HAVE SOME FREE TIME....not pressing
in any way.

Aha. So you DID speak with her--about SOME of what she has written.

She is currently writing that YOU BOTH are expressing (the lies) what she is falsely-claiming
to me. I have REBUTTED HER LIES with the FACTS, including posting one of my emails in
full. Cassandra has ALSO POSTED THE FACTS.

She ignores all my rebuttals, does not make reference to them, and just keeps on going like a
maniac. She repeats her lies, each time writing a long epic, then a bunch of other notes, then
tweets, then gossips with others on Twitter sharing these lies--which they then take as fact.

This is pure slander and defamation, Millicent.

It is not "mudslinging" -- it is a matter of lies versus truth. And yes, I hear you re "psy op" but
do not agree. I think this is "Psy Warfare"--and Karen is singlehandedly running it.

Three of her primary lies:

!) That I said you both "owed me" for my (painstaking) journalistic coverage of you, to work on
the Joint Statement. This is an outrageous lie, which I have rebutted in print. TRUTH? I do
not even think in these terms, and have not ever said anything like this to anyone including
both of you. You have both received the gift of my journalism, free and gratis. That is how
journalism works. It is not public relations, which someone pays for. I see writing and
journalism as vocation and calling, not merely profession. It was my honor to cover your
stories, and I do not regret it.
She has used the term "quid pro quo" -- never heard of it till she did. I don't operate that way.
If anyone hasn't noticed, nobody's paying me for my journalism yet. "Independent" means
"independent."
I DID say we needed jointly to correct the lie Katherine was publishing (scapegoating me),
and that we needed to have done this 1.5 years earlier, when Techno closed, that all 3 of us
needed to have done that, we owed it to our TECHNO audience as a group to set the record
straight.

2) That I was "abusive" on the email thread when we were writing the Joint Statement.
TRUTH? There is no proof of this whatsoever. I pulled up all the old emails, pointed out facts,
fell over backwards to accommodate everyone's word changes, added in your paragraphs
when you asked to include them, removed them when you asked to remove them, etc: that is
not abusive, that is working together and being civil, cordial, and inclusive. Karen cannot
prove this at all in any way--there is NO EVIDENCE of my being abusive or bullying on these
emails (as she is currently being, publicly). There is ONE EMAIL of mine which Karen has
published without my permission, where I questioned her previous statements and
accusations in her previous email; she did not publish that previous email of hers, but
decontextualixed completely what I had said, and used it to cement a complete falsehood. I
have written about this, and I will write some more, to show how sinister and snakelike she
has become in her attacks on me, decontextualizing & distorting the facts--primarily to push
her agenda--bizarre agenda I should add--of needing to paint me as a bully (laughable!) I
also want to publish that previous email of hers: the one where she falsely suggested
Katherine was "blindsided" by our excluding of her and had not known Techno had ended the
night before, and said something to the effect that people were still emailing with Katherine
after all the blow-up on the joint email thread; my response in my email (which she published)
was to show Katherine was not blindsided, that she had indicated she knew Techno was
dead, that Karen herself had exchanged further words with her to that effect, that I certainly
was not further corresponding with Katherine, and that both of you had been, which I had not
known about and which I questioned--in terms of what information had been exchanged
(since she was suggesting Katherine did not know). This she has misread as me telling you
not to email or speak to Katherine--absurd; no evidence of that whatsoever.

3) That I "frantically pushed it" when her mother was on her deathbed.
TRUTH: Ample evidence both and I and Cassandra wrote often, very compassionately, to KS
that she should only address this when she had some time. Several weeks passed as we
worked on it and even before we began. We neither pushed it nor did we not care, we cared
about her and her mother both and did not want her to be stressed.

4) That I used "inflammatory language" and tried to push you and her into writing same in
efforts to "attack" Katherine, while she and you were focused on Facts and Truth.
TRUTH: Utter rubbish. There was no inflammatory language that I used, I was completely
focused on fact and truth myself, and was in no way "attacking" or asking anyone to "attack"
Katherine--who has spent years attacking me; Cassandra has noted this in her witness
thread too. Changing my usage of "slander" to Karen's suggestion of "misrepresentation" for
instance is key evidence of my accommodating her suggestions and word changes even

though they were trivial--both words mean the same thing; and Katherine was indeed
slandering me (as Karen is now doing). Note: I made ALL the word changes you both
suggested. The email record shows this.

5) That I said she (and you, being clubbed in by her) "showed bad judgment and character
for not helping persecute and attack Katherine for 1.5 years"
TRUTH: Utter rubbish and seriously defamatory. This is the huge false construct she has
created and published to everyone. Katherine was the one who stepped off Techno and
started to post attack videos against me, Melanie, Frederic -- which we spent forever
rebutting; Karen refused, like Midge refused, and I think you too refused, to participate in the
writing of a joint Cease and Desist to Katherine in Nov 2018; I stopped informing you both of
Katherine's attacks on me after that. For Karen to say this is a huge blasphemous lie. I DID
disagree with her in her stance to simply "walk away" and not say anything to Katherine when
she was running attack operations on Twitter and Youtube and DID tell her in one email
(possibly around the time of our writing the JS) that not to take a stance when someone was
publishing lies and attacks would eventually reflect on one's character, but there is NO WAY I
ever asked her or you to "help me attack and persecute" Katherine---I mean this is just
MAJOR MAJOR evil on Karen's part to say these things. Does she have bad judgment? Yes,
I certainly think so now. Does she have bad character? She has exhibited her bad character
all over the world currently online with her nasty attacks on me, Barbara, Cassandra, Alex.
Did I TELL her she had bad judgment and character? No I did not. But she lies like a faucet,
and adds you in here as well.

6) That I said you had "betrayed" me in not "helping me persecute and attack Katherine for
1.5 years."
TRUTH: Utter rubbish again, same answer as above--never attacked Katherine, never asked
anyone to help, certainly rebutted Katherine's attacks. The only time I used the word
"betrayed" was to YOU, when you went on Katherine's show, AFTER the publication of the
JS, AFTER she had made racist remarks about your nostrils-- an action of yours I could not
and still do not understand. Katherine was pretty nasty to you but you went on her show
anyway. You also went on after you had been on my shows, and after we published the JS,
exposing Katherine's lies-- a clear act of weirdness on your part. As I said, I don't understand
it.

In any case, it is a fact that you both have indeed betrayed me in not standing up publicly to
Katherine's lies and attacks on me. Karen has proven herself an utter fool at this point,
ignoring the reality and fact of Katherine's long attacks on me, inverting the facts and going

on and on with a public lie of my "persecuting and attacking and cyberstalking Katherine for
1.5 years."

Karen has attacked me for ONE FULL YEAR NOW. This is the woman who advised me to
"walk away."

She is now completely inverting the truth about me and painting Katherine as my "victim" and
clearly targeting me with her nonstop abuse, slander, and drivel.

It is clear to me what is going on is 1) an Intelligence operation and 2) pretty damn racist.
Both Katherine and Karen have sought to destroy my public name, my image, and my work
as a journalist: it is a testament to my character that they cannot actually destroy any of this,
my true self and my work continue to speak for themselves--and the people who work with
me can see it.

I hope this has helped you understand better the facts and truth here, Millicent. Cassandra,
like Alex Crosbie and Barbara Hartwell has been unafraid to support the truth and the facts of
what she has seen, witnessed, observed.

If you cannot support the truth and the facts here--and speak openly of this to set Karen
straight or even tell me what you said to her that she has once again gone on and published
lies and abuse, it will continue to look like you are supporting Karen's lies and bizarre falsenarratives and attacks instead. Is this what you want? Are you part of Karen's Psy War too?

Karen forgets that Cassandra was on our joint email thread and read every email between us
all -- she has the truth, Karen doesn't.

Well, have a good evening Millicent.

Speak later.

--Ramola
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On 11/29/2020 at 11:55 PM, "Dr. M Black" XXXXX wrote:
As I've stated I have been trying to decide how best to address this. She and I did not
discuss ALL that was written but I also do not want to become part of the mudslinging.
Infact, I was advised to just stay out of it.

I do believe that it is a psy-op started by the perps to destroy all of our credibility.

On Sun, Nov 29, 2020, 9:16 PM Ramola D XXXX wrote:
HI Millicent

Very sorry to hear about XXXXXXXXXXXXXX Wish you the best in dealing with all.

Karen's is the lengthy narrative which no-one but her can read. My original email to you
excerpted a few of her posts which explicitly brought you in.

I see by your response you do not wish to address this -- certainly saddening to see. Not a
"divisive psy op" by the way, but deliberate attacks with smears and lies by Karen Stewart
against me--currently dragging your name in as well. It is more than curious why you would
maintain this stance on this subject and not simply address what I request--it is very simple
really, all I asked was what did you say to her that she would write what she has--or did she
make it all up without speaking to you at all?

Because she has written blatant lies which she cannot prove: that I was abusive in emails or
sought to use incendiary language or asked you both to " help attack Katherine"--laughable, all
of it. Can you not confirm that all this is untrue? I have all the group emails--now written a

whole year ago. It is pathetic, what Karen is doing. Outright lies -- which are seriously
damaging. Cassandra has spoken out and pointed out that Karen has fabricated these
statements, since she saw every single email. Why would you not say a word? Do you actually
want her to maintain this public lie on me-and now involving you? Your silence is actually very
strange.

I wish you well, Millicent.

Take good care of your health.
Ramole
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On 11/29/2020 at 9:23 PM, "Dr. M Black" xxxx wrote:
Hello,

I assure you that I have not been ignoring your request. XXXXXXXX I CAN'T THINK HOW
TO ANSWER THIS LENGTHY NARRATIVE.
I'm sad that this divisive psy-op continues. Believe me, I do try to come up with the right
words to say to both of you, but I'm so inundated XXXXXXX THAT I CAN'T THINK WHAT TO
SAY.

Blessings,

Millicent

On Sun, Nov 29, 2020, 12:05 PM Ramola D xxxxx wrote:
Hi Millicent,

Hope you had a good Thanksgiving.

You did not reply to this very important email below -- PLEASE READ! -- since I am trying to
publish the truth of our interactions which Karen continues to publish lies about, including
about you. I would much appreciate if you could kindly answer my question below, asking what
you have said to Karen that she uses your name to smear and insult and lie about me publicly
-- which needs to be exposed.

Three days ago I asked Kate Ryan what she had said to Karen to warrant Karen involving her
in her attacks on me, and Kate very kindly replied, saying she had no idea what Karen was
talking about: in other words, Karen is freely lying, using other people's names.

She is doing this with your name, and what I am asking you is nothing more than what I have
asked Kate, and Sherri, who has also been named.

Some more of her lies is in another long and rambly post she posted at Facebook, pasted
below this note--I look forward to hearing back from you,

Thanks very much,
Ramola

***
https://www.facebook.com/PerpsandNutcases/posts/2430821203891557/Nov 23, 7:55 am

The Remarkable Pathologial Illogic of RamolaD / EverydayConcerned Blogger

On 11/24/2020 at 4:41 PM, "Ramola D" xxxx wrote:
Hi Millicent

I hope you are having a tranquil Thanksgiving week.

Karen (who appears at this point to be certifiably insane) has once more published a
boatload of lies about me and dragged your name into it again.

I would like to ask you what you told Karen on this subject because she keeps
repeating these lies and slanders:

"But never, never, never address specifics, like the FACT Millicent and Karen BOTH
claim Ramola told them “you have bad character and bad judgement for NOT
attacking and persecuting Dr. Horton with me”, “you owe me (because I covered
your stories)”, “you betrayed me”, “you are bad Christians for not attacking her
with me” - something Barb knows nothing about, eh, being such a “good” Christian by
Ramola’s twisted self-serving definition, that she gladly attacks people without getting
her facts straight and just aping Ramola’s lead?) No problem with that False Witness
thing in Ramola’s redefined Christianity, eh?"
"How much LOGIC does THAT make? Or is what I HAVE ALWAYS SAID, that

Ramola’s insults, coercion, and attempts at false guilting Millicent and me in the Fall of
2019 to add inflamatory language to the “Joint Statement” THE ONE AND ONLY
CAUSE of our dispute? MILLICENT AND I WERE THERE AND AGREE ABOUT
WHAT RAMOLA WAS DOING TO US. Alex Crosbie and Barbara Hartwell WERE NOT
PRIVY TO THOSE EXCHANGES. So THEY brainlessly parrot Ramola’s rushed cover
story she spoon feeds them. They brainlessly add 1 + 1 and think it equals 11. "
"I welcome all who choose to self-identify publicly with Ramola by repeating her selfserving, cover-her-ass, illogical, nonsensical, vacuous lies and baseless,
delusional false front lies to deny her own responsibility and culpability for her
bullying, manipulating, coercion, attempted blackmail of me and Millicent Black
in late 2019 that drove me away. I will NOT stop speaking truth. Mob bullying is
irrelevant to sway truth. I stood up to NSA, you think I will not stand up to harpies and
halfwits?"

"Fascinating Ramola tasked Alex Crosbie on Twitter yet again to play the random
person speaking out “in defense of Ramola” when he was not on the email adressee
list in which she insulted Millicent and me as having bad charachter, bad
judgement to NOT have joined HER YEAR AND A HALF persecution of Dr. Horton
with her. And in which she claimed we had therefore “betrayed her” and were
“bad Christians”. Sorry, but Millicent does not have amnesia and Alex is a witness
to nothing but what Ramola tells him to say."
Lies about us having no consideration for her sick mother: "while by the way, my
mother was thought to be on her DEATH BED (go ahead, ask for “proof”) and
Ramola insisting by her frantic, demanding actions, that her situation was far
more important than either of those concerns"
Can you clarify for me, Millicent, what you told Karen? Are you Both keen on lying?
What is this rubbish about "bad character, bad judgment, asking you to persecute
Horton, bullying, manipulating, blackmailing" she is talking about? She is stating you
agree with her and are reporting the same: kindly clarify what you said to her because
it sure seems like she's been roiling in the mushroom patch lately with these repeat
stories and lies, and also why you would say this.
Thanks,
Ramola
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